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1922 Chronicle All-SFAL (12-8)
E – Al Crick, Lowell; Milston Brady, Commerce
T – George Kendall; Randolph Sellman, Lick-Wilmerding
G – George Luce, Poly; Bill Maguire, Lowell
C – Guido Granucci, Poly
QB – Harold Crane, Lick-Wilmerding
HB – Louis Conlan, Commerce; Irving “Brick” Marcus, Poly
FB – Roderick “Red” Chisholm, Lick-Wilmerding

1923 Chronicle All-SFAL (11-25)
E – Jimmy Egan, Lick-Wilmerding; Pierce Stockton, Poly
T – Randolph Sellman, Lick-Wilmerding; Walter Hamilton, Mission
G – Bill Maguire, Lowell; Lausten, Lick-Wilmerding
C – Jacob Smith, Lowell
QB – Lee Eisen, Poly
HB – Irving “Brick” Marcus, Poly; Lawrence, Lick-Wilmerding
FB – Roderick “Red” Chisholm, Lick-Wilmerding

1924 Chronicle All-SFAL (12-11)
E – Jimmy Egan, Lowell; Leo Fredericks, Mission
T – Joe Smith, Lowell; Roland Sellman, Lick-Wilmerding
G – Paul Vrendenburg, Lowell; James Bigelow, Potter Prep
C – Bill Cameron, Cogswell
QB – Benning Cook, Lowell
HB – Bill Edwards, Lowell; Ben Lom, Mission
FB – Bill Wilson, Sacred Heart

1925 Chronicle All-AAA (11-30)
E – John Hurley, Lick-Wilmerding; Doll Camilli, Sacred Heart
T – George Hurley, Lick-Wilmerding; Frank Hanlon, St. Ignatius
G – Tony Muzio, Mission; “Bunny” Giggins, Sacred Heart
C – Merle Glasgow, Lowell
QB – Bill Vierra, Cogswell
HB – Russell Ewing, Lowell; Ernie Ward, Poly
FB – Earl Nelson, Lick-Wilmerding

1926 Chronicle All-AAA (12-6)
E – Dave Hewes, Lowell; John Hurley, Lick-Wilmerding
T – John Tampcke, Galileo; Jack Ayers, Sacred Heart
G – Scotty McKay, Lick-Wilmerding; Louis Fijec, Galileo
C – Mei, St. Ignatius
QB – Abie Bromberg, Galileo
HB – Rudy Rintala, Poly; Sheldon Potter, Lowell
FB – Bob Paige, Galileo

1927 Chronicle All-AAA (11-29)
E – “Ham” Hedge, Lowell; Amerigo Vivaldi, Poly
T - Clare Brown, Poly; Jack Strong, Galileo
G – Louis Fijec, Galileo; Everett Pendleton, Poly
C – Ira Woodworth, Lowell
QB – Vin Casey, St. Ignatius
HB – Rudy Rintala, Poly; Sheldon Potter, Lowell
FB – Bob Paige, Galileo

1928 Chronicle All-AAA (12-4)
E – Francis “Hands” Slavich, Galileo; Carlos Monsalve, Lowell
T – George Sothman, Poly; Jack “Red” Smith, Galileo
G – Bob Ashley, Lowell; George Hauser, Commerce
C – Jim Rogers, St. Ignatius
QB – Bill Denser, Galileo
HB – Lee Villanoso, Lowell; Mickey McStocker, St. Ignatius
FB – Bob Paige, Galileo

1929 Chronicle All-AAA (11-19)
E – Bunny Miller, Sacred Heart; Charley Heinbockel, Mission
T – Frank Walker, Poly; Alfred Down, Lowell
G – Artie Mueller, Lowell; Sava Limneos, Poly
C – Elbert Fontana, Lowell
QB – Warren “Wee” Weisinger, Lowell
HB – Jack Baer, Mission; Ronald Dixon, Commerce
FB – Milton Evans, Mission

1930 Chronicle All-AAA (11-17)
E – Everett Pendleton, Poly; Duane Parsons, Lowell
T – Frank Walker, Poly; Chuck Wasson, St. Ignatius
G – Jimmy Ficken, Galileo; Daniel O’Leary, Commerce
C – Ross Petersen, Poly
QB – James Carlyon, Mission
HB – Henry Decia, Poly; Bernard McCann, St. Ignatius
FB – Milton Evans, Mission

1931 Chronicle All-AAA (11-30)
E – Kenard Harper, Poly; Carl Spirz, Galileo
T – Herman Meister, Poly; Bernard “Red” Corrigan, Sacred Heart
G – Nicholas “Nick” Haloski, Galileo, Woodward Adams, Balboa
C – Robert Roth, Commerce
QB – Frank Walker, Poly
HB – Bob Norton, Lowell; Henry Decia, Poly
FB – Johnny Reisner, Commerce
1932 Chronicle All-AAA (11-26)
E – Carl Schott, Galileo; Harold Elder, Mission
T – Buzz McGee, Mission; Nick Haloski, Galileo
G – Roy Johnson, Balboa; Tom Hawkins, Sacred Heart
C – Art Mallock, Commerce
QB – Red Stevens, Commerce
HB – Joseph “Yotz” Klotovich, Mission; Arnold David, Commerce
FB – Jack Slattery, Mission

1933 Chronicle All-AAA (11-24)
E – Ted Spirz, Galileo; Joe Hurley, Balboa
T – Earl Castro, Commerce; Bill Marcus, Poly
G – Victor Rebizzo, Galileo; Harry Gold, Commerce
C – Jerry Dowd, St. Ignatius
QB – Edric Woodard, Commerce
HB – Mike Klotovich, Mission; Zane Stickel, Lowell
FB – Jean LaCau, Galileo

1934 Chronicle All-AAA (11-14)
E – Ted Spirz, Galileo; Joe Hurley, Balboa
T – Oran DeVito, Galileo; Al Malatesta, Balboa
G – Frank Russo, Galileo; Dino Franceschi, Mission
C – Dick Sutton, Lowell
QB – Harry Aronson, Commerce
HB – Vance Peters, Poly; Jerry Dowd, Lowell
FB – Jean LaCau, Galileo

1935 Chronicle All-AAA (11-30)
E – Alfred Wright, Sacred Heart; Dick Eiler, Galileo
T – Fidel Neilson, Poly; Al Malatesta, Balboa
G – Bill McGuffin, Galileo; Bill Sinclair, Poly
C – Preston Worsham, Balboa
QB – Vance Peters, Poly
HB – Mike Klotovich, Mission; Zane Stickel, Lowell
FB – Roy Yuretich, Balboa

1936 Chronicle All-AAA (11-30)
E – Jon Consiglieri, Balboa; Malcolm McPhail, Commerce
T – Ray Carlson, Commerce; Albert Ward, Poly
G – Joe McGrath, Sacred Heart; Stanley Buffa, Balboa
C – Lee Stanfel, Commerce
QB – Sammy Johnstone, Poly
HB – Mike Klotovich, Mission; Andy Marefos, Mission
FB – Roy Yuretich, Balboa

1937 Chronicle All-AAA (11-29)
E – Alyn Beals, Poly; Nate Howard, Commerce
T – Al Ward, Poly; Frank Zmak, Balboa
G – Walt Kaplan, Lowell; Bill O’Malley, Poly
C – Eddie Forrest, St. Ignatius
QB – Al Derian, Poly
HB – Jack Francis, Balboa; Pete Franceschi, Mission
FB – Milt Vucinic, Lowell

1938 Chronicle All-AAA (11-27)
E – Alyn Beals, Poly; Keith Bridwell, Galileo
T – Barnard Lahaderre, Poly; John Aguirre, Galileo
G – Louie Tocalino, Commerce; Ernest Gentner, Lowell
C – Eddie Forrest, St. Ignatius
QB – Bill Russo, Galileo
HB – Milt Vucinic, Lowell; Alex Spieller, Galileo
FB – Albert Santucci, St. Ignatius

1939 Chronicle All-AAA (12-3)
E – Ernest Cohn, Balboa; Elrino Neher, Lowell
T – George Coreris, Poly; Tony Bosich, Balboa
G – Louis Tocalino, Commerce; Kenneth Blue, Galileo
C – William Joslyn, Lowell
QB – Al Garcia, Lowell
HB – James Honnert, Lowell; Arthur Ekdall, Poly
FB – Henry Jensen, Balboa

1940 Chronicle All-AAA (12-4)
E – Ernest Cohn, Balboa; Bill Johns, Poly
T – Fred Nielsen, Poly; Edward Frassetto, Mision
G – John Poppin, Commerce; John Dodds, Poly
C – Mark Rivero, Poly
B – Tommy Ryan, Sacred Heart; Gonzales Morales, Mission;
Joe Ferem, Poly; Pete Davis, Balboa

1941 Chronicle All-AAA (11-23)
E – Robert Rohrer, Poly; Amos Adkins, Commerce
T – Hjarve Vicchio, Poly; Kenneth Koch, Balboa
G – Ira Thompson, Lowell; Edward Gunderson, Poly
C – Stanley Dahlberg, Balboa
B – Fernando Asdrubale, Poly; Paul Orsi, Lowell; Ernest
Provost, Commerce, Fred Cirimele, Galileo
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1942 Chronicle All-AAA (12-6)
E – Jim Deely, Sacred Heart; Ben Cardinelli, Commerce
T – Milt Reiterman, Mission; Dick Cashman, St. Ignatius
G – Tony Tkaczyk, Poly; Dick O’Regan, Sacred Heart
C – Frank Bull, Lowell
B – Harry Chrsten, Balboa; Lafe Botoff, Mission; Jack Irvine, Lowell; Bill Whitehorn, Poly

1943 Chronicle All-AAA (12-6)
E – Jack Tacchini, Balboa; Jackie Shields, Sacred Heart
T – Bob Franceschini, Balboa; John “Chic” Kelly, Lincoln
G – Dick Madigan, St. Ignatius; Stan Belcher, Balboa
C – Bill Gobie, Lincoln
B – Bob DePietro, Lincoln; Charles Collins, Mission; Jerry Mahoney, Sacred Heart; Pete Desalernos, Washington

1944 Chronicle All-AAA (12-5)
E – Curtis Forsman, Mission; Armand Ferrante, Commerce
T – Sil Ravetta, St. Ignatius; Don Rooker, Lincoln
G – Jack Howard, St. Ignatius; Clarence Yturriaga, Washington
C – Jim Canelo, St. Ignatius
B – Ben Blengino, Commerce; Roy Barni, Galileo; Merrill Peacock, Harry Fromm, Poly

1945 Chronicle All-AAA (11-25)
E – Jim Palaby, Poly; Billy Kang, Poly
T – Verdoese Carter, Commerce; Nick Vidak, St. Ignatius
G – Bill Corbett, St. Ignatius; George Egan, Commerce
C – Earl Rogers, Poly
B – Duke Marlow, Merrill Peacock, Harry Fromm, Poly; Roy Barni, Galileo

1946 Chronicle All-AAA (11-1)
E – Don Bates, Poly; Gil Schoenstein, Sacred Heart
T – Bill Sans, Lincoln; Ken Mirch, Washington
G – Larry McNerney, Poly; Joe Borgesi, Mission
C – Dick Abraham, Lincoln
B – Jerry Hamilton, Lincoln; Dave Marcelli, Ford Long, Poly; Julian Bala, Commerce

1947 Chronicle All-AAA (11-30)
E – Don Stillwell, Lincoln; Pete Loskutoff, Commerce
T – Bill Sans, Lincoln; Ken Murch, Washington
G – Sam Panovich, Poly; Merv Fauss, Sacred Heart
C – Joe Lagler, Poly
B – Harry Atkinson, Dave Marcelli, Bill Bare, Poly; Ollie Matson, Washington

1948 Chronicle All-AAA (11-14)
E – Don Sessions, Mission; Merrill Jacobs, Poly
T – Bill Conell, Sacred Heart; Sven Hasselberg, Poly
G – Charles Martucci, Balboa; Roy Bellesen, Poly
C – Stan Sheriff, Washington
B – Joe “Scooter” Scudero, Mission; Ralph DeLaTorre, Balboa; Elvin Colburn, Poly; Dick Huxley, Lincoln

1949 Chronicle All-AAA (12-4)
E – bob Roselli, Balboa; Bill Cheyne, Lincoln
T – Joe Davis, Mission; Pat Wood, Poly
G – Charles Martucci (POTY), Bill Kwartz, Balboa
C – Stan Sheriff, Washington
B – Walt Barnes, Commerce; Don Taylor, Balboa; Tony Calvello, Jim Blankenship, Poly

1950 Chronicle All-AAA (12-3)
E – Bob Oliver, Mission; Jim O’Neill, Poly
T – Frank Pavich, Galileo; Joe Davis, Mission (LOTY)
G – Seraphin Sanchez, Commerce; Bob Moore, Poly
C – Walter Hesse, Commerce
B – Lee De Alba, Balboa (BOTY); Jim Dunings, Washington; Bob Nicola, Poly; Rich Freidman, Lincoln

1951 Chronicle All-AAA (11-21)
E – Vandolph Parish, Commerce; John Lighty, Poly
C – Polk, Mission
T – Tom Kiefer, Mission; Ekhard Mahl, Lowell
G – Seraphin Sanchez, Commerce; Bob Moore, Poly
C – Warren Fannin, Poly
QB – Don Kafka, Mission
B – Bill Jones, Poly; Ashford Jones, Mission; Charles Johnson, Commerce

1953 Chronicle All-AAA (11-29)
E – Bill Fitz, Balboa; Dick Piazza, Poly
T – Phil Debovsky, Poly; Billy Butler, Galileo; Mario Francesconi, Balboa
G – Noel Robinson, St. Ignatius (LOTY), Ernie Ibarra, Balboa
C – Skip Wallace, Balboa
QB – Les Barros, Poly
B – Art Forbes, Poly (BOTY); Mack Calhoun, Balboa; Mel Sims, Galileo
1954 Chronicle All-AAA (11-28)
E – Leroy Thomas, Mission (LOTY); Bob Bleggi, Poly
T – Frank Watt, Mission; Fred Addison, Lowell
G – Carl Mitchell, Washington; Jim Poppin, Poly
C – Pete Swanson, Lincoln
QB – Ed Burns, Poly (BOTY)
B – Mitch Keller, Poly; Jim Puccetti, Lincoln; Garland Bluford, Mission

1955 Chronicle All-AAA (11-27)
E – Clair Quinnine, Galileo; Bob Bleggi, Poly
T – Pete Morgan, Lincoln; Al Shelton, Poly
G – Talisua Niko, Balboa; Bob Wagner, Lincoln
C – Bill Barrington, Lincoln
QB – Jim Sochor, Washington
B – Bill Rathbun, Balboa; Ted Cano, Poly; Stan Glass, Lincoln

1956 Chronicle All-AAA (12-2)
E - Wayne Lawrence, Balboa; Mac Burton, Washington
T – Bill McKay, St. Ignatius; Talisua Niko, Balboa (LOTY)
G – Stan McCarthy, Poly; Gary Leahy, St. Ignatius
C – Jerry Overstreet, Lincoln
QB – Bob Stone, Poly
B – Walt Arnold, Sacred Heart (co-BOTY); Errol Harris, Balboa;
    Gil Dowd, St. Ignatius (co-BOTY)

1957 Chronicle All-AAA (12-1)
E – Mac Burton (LOTY), Balboa; Larry Leitch, Sacred Heart
T – Al Mariani, Poly; Bob Goodwin, Balboa
G – Ted Sekino, Washington; Ray Grialou, St. Ignatius
C – Mike Murphy, St. Ignatius
QB – Dennis Shay, Poly
B – Errol Harris (BOTY), Dennis O’Keefe, Willard Holman, Balboa

1958 Chronicle All-AAA (11-30)
E – Jerry Gosland (LOTY), Lincoln; Larry Pedrolelso, Balboa
T – Ron Cook, St. Ignatius; Bob Sims, Poly
G – Joe Borg, Galileo; Greg Wood, St. Ignatius
C – Bob Ellington, Mission
QB – Charley Mosteau, Galileo
B – Gary Lewis (BOTY), John Toller, Poly; Don Breimle, Lincoln;
    Mike Doherty, St. Ignatius

1959 Chronicle All-AAA (11-29)
E – Bob Leipsic, Galileo; Mike Peterson, Lincoln
T – Leigh Callaway, Lowell (LOTY); Mike Chase, St. Ignatius
G – Lou Litaruio, Tito Membreto, St. Ignatius
C – Willis Lovell, Lincoln
QB – Ron Calcagno, St. Ignatius
B – Stan Rubin, Steve Rubin, Lowell; Denny Lewis, Lincoln;
    Tom Manney, St. Ignatius; Gary Lewis, Poly
UT – Don Stratton, Lowell

1960 Chronicle All-AAA (11-26)
E – Bob Morris, Washington; Bob Leipsic, Lowell
T – Tom Portello, Sacred Heart; Roger Byers, Poly
G – Dennis Drucker (LOTY), St. Ignatius; Dave Urrea, Lowell
C – Rod Someya, Washington
QB – Joe Alvarez, Lowell
HB – Al Raine (BOTY), Mission; Claude Shipp, Washington;
    Walt Williams, Galileo
FB – Gary Musante, St. Ignatius; Ed Calleja, Sacred Heart;
    Special Mention-John Currie (HB), Loyd Crabtree, (G), Riordan;
    Steve Gantner (E), Lick-Wilmerding

1961 S.F. Prep Writers All-AAA (11-30)
E – Skip Tarantino, St. Ignatius; Erv Cobbs, Lowell
T – Ted Nordlund (LOTY), Lowell; Ferg Flanagan, St. Ignatius
G – Jim Busher, Lincoln; Jim Kollman, Sacred Heart
C – Sam Wilson, Galileo
QB – Tom Martinez, Poly
B – Dennis Rice, Sacred Heart (BOTY); Pat Lewis, Lincoln;
    Al Newman, Lowell

1962 S.F. Prep Writers All-AAA (11-27)
E – Frank Papia, Lincoln; Rich Braun, Sacred Heart
T – Rich Colombo, Mission; Rudy Labrado, St. Ignatius
G – Bud Baccich (LOTY), St. Ignatius; Ed Parker, Galileo
C – John Serrett, St. Ignatius
QB – Bob Lee, Lowell
HB – Tim McAttee, Lowell; Vern Bradford, Mission
FB – Tom Kennedy (BOTY), St. Ignatius; Bob Crane, Lincoln
1963 S.F. Prep Writers All-AAA (12-6)
E – John Deschler (LOTY), St. Ignatius; Don Wood, St. Ignatius
T – Mike Flemons, Poly; Dennis Brooks, St. Ignatius
G – Greg Kolar, St. Ignatius; Seth Hicks, Washington
C – Bob Unrath, St. Ignatius
QB – Ray Calcagno (BOTY), St. Ignatius
B – Bob Crane, Lincoln; Bob Fassler, Sacred Heart; Sandy Green, Riordan; Bill Johnston, St. Ignatius

1964 S.F. Prep Writers All-AAA (12-4)
E – Conrad Harris, Washington; Fred Loville, Poly
T – Mike Flemons (LOTY), Poly; Art Luna, Lincoln
G – Seth Hicks, Mark Petersen, Washington; Mike Kish, Riordan
C – Kevin Shea, St. Ignatius
QB – Pete Mullins, Washington
B – Nate Kiirtman (Stanford) (LOTY), Washington; Wayne McConico, Lincoln; OJ Simpson, Galileo

1965 S.F. Prep Writers All-AAA (12-4)
E – Mike Deschler (LOTY), Sacred Heart; John Jamison, Lincoln
T – Ted Luehs, Lincoln; Al Alcorn, Lowell
G – Wayne Miller, Lowell; Ted Bugge, Lincoln
C – Bill Laveroni, St. Ignatius; Bill McKenna, Balboa
QB – Mike Holmgren (BOTY), Lincoln
B – Tony Blass, Lincoln; Dave McFarland, St. Ignatius; Travis Tatum, Wilson

1966 All-AAA (12-2)

OFFENSE
E – Jim Squier, St. Ignatius; Ron Lanning, Washington
T – Ted Luehs, Lincoln; Monte Consani, Riordan
G – Boris Koodrin, St. Ignatius; Wayne Martinez, Lowell
C – Jim Figone, St. Ignatius
QB – John Maxwell, Riordan
B – Mike Wright, Balboa; Joh Dyson, Galileo; Steve Jordan, Poly

DEFENSE
E – Frank Canepa, Sacred Heart, Larry Richardson, Lowell
T – Carl Nielsen, Lowell; Monte Consani, Riordan
MG – Ed Diaz, Balboa
LB – Larry Jacobson, Lowell; Ted Luehs, Lincoln
B – Steve Salisadury, Lincoln; Gary Hughes, Mike Bassi, St. Ignatius
   Doyle Miller, Washington

1967 Chronicle All-AAA (11-30)
E – Jim Tyree, Balboa; Mike Baines, Wilson
T – George Ives, Lowell; John Lembi, Balboa
G – Gerald Dyson, Galileo; Al Levi, Balboa
C – Chris Callen, Sacred Heart
B – Calvin Jones, Rick Calcagno, Balboa; Eddie Perkins, Lowell; Jim Anderson, Sacred Heart

1968 Chronicle All-AAA (12-6)
E – John Parenti, Galileo; Luis Cobos, Sacred Heart
T – Ray Perez, Balboa; Steve Roberts, Lowell
G – Mike Cunningham, Lincoln; Al Levi, Balboa; Steve Williams, Lowell
C – Randy Gaynor, Lowell
QB – Larry Haren, Wilson
HB – Calvin Jones (BOTY), Balboa; Mike Harris, Lowell
FB – Kerry Hampton, Poly

1969 Chronicle All-AAA (12-3)
E – Jesse Bean, James Odoms, Balboa
T – Ron Sokolov, Lowell; Keith Rowen, Lincoln
G – Dan Cummings, Lincoln; Leon Peros, Lowell
C – Brian Eagle, Washington
B – Darrell Mithell, Washington; Elvin Smith Balboa; Rich Lowell, Lowell; Willie Daigle, Wilson

1970 Chronicle All-AAA (12-9)
E – Al Sokolov, Brad Pedersen, Lowell
T – Alvin Cook, Wilson Faumuina, Balboa
G – Leon Peros, Lowell; Kevin Hicks, Balboa
C – Mike Fauss, Balboa
QB – Craig Kimball (SSJS), Lowell
B – Nicky Jordan, Balboa; Dwayne Mayberry, Lincoln; Dwayne Price, Lowell
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EXAMINER ALL-AAA FB

1922 Examiner All-AAA (12-8)
(Same as Chron – Official Coaches’ Picks)
E – Al Crick, Lowell; Milton Brady, Commerce
T – George Kendall, Randolph Sellman, Lick-Wilmerding
G – George Luce, Poly; Bill Maguire, Lowell
C – Guido Granucci, Poly
QB – Harold Crane, Lick-Wilmerding
HB – Louis Conlan, Commerce; Irving “Brick” Marcus, Poly
FB – Roderick “Red” Chisholm, Lick-Wilmerding

1923 Examiner All-AAA (11-25)
(Same as Chron – Official Coaches’ Picks)
E – Jimmy Egan, Lick-Wilmerding; Pierce Stockton, Poly
T – Randolph Sellman, Lick-Wilmerding; Hamilton, Mission
G – Bill Maguire, Lowell; “Whitey” Lausten, Lick-Wilmerding
C – Jacob Smith, Lowell
QB – Lee Eisen, Poly
HB – Irving “Brick” Marcus, Poly; Bill Lawrence, Lick-Wilmerding
FB – Roderick “Red” Chisholm, Lick-Wilmerding

1924 Examiner All-AAA (12-11)
(Same as Chron – Official Coaches’ Picks)
E – Jimmy Egan, Lowell; Frederick, Mission
T – Joe Smith, Lowell; Roland Sellman, Lick-Wilmerding
G – Paul Vrendenburg, Lowell; Bigelow, Potter Prep
C – Bill Cameron, Cogswell
QB – Benning Cook, Lowell
HB – Bill Edwards, Lowell; Ben Lom, Mission
FB – Bill Wilson, Sacred Heart

1925 Examiner All-AAA (11-29)
E – Dolf Camilli, Sacred Heart; George Olson, St. Ignatius
T – George Hurley, Lick-Wilmerding; Frank Hanlon, St. Ignatius
G – Tony Muzio, Mission; Scothy McKay, Lick-Wilmerding
C – Merle Glasgow, Lowell
QB – Bill Vierna, Cogswell
HB – Russell Ewing, Lowell; Ernie Ward, Poly
FB – Earl Nelson, Lick-Wilmerding

1926 Examiner All-AAA (11-7)
E – Dave Hewes, Lowell; John Hurley, Lick-Wilmerding
T – John Tampcke, Galileo; George Hurley, Lick-Wilmerding
G – Scothy McKay, Lick Wilmerding; Schulte, Lowell
C – Troyed, Commerce
QB – Abe Bromberg, Galileo
HB – Vin Casey, St. Ignatius; Whitey Lausten, Lick-Wilmerding
FB – Sheldon Potter, Lowell

1927 Examiner All-AAA (12-1)
E – Hamilton “Ham” Hedge, Lowell; Amerigo Vivaldi, Poly
T – Clare Brown, Poly; Jack Strong, Galileo
G – Louis Fijee, Galileo; Bob Ashley, Lowell
C – Ira Woodworth, Lowell
QB – Vin Casey, St. Ignatius
HB – Rudy Rintala, Poly; Sheldon Potter, Lowell
FB – Joe Smith, Cogswell

1928 Examiner All-AAA (12-3)
E – Carlos Monsalve, Lowell; John Lewkowitz, Poly
T – George Sothman, Poly; Jack “Red” Smith, Galileo
G – Bob Ashley, Lowell; Jeremiah Murphy, Sacred Heart
C – Jim Rogers, St. Ignatius
QB – Bill Denser, Galileo
HB – Lee Villanos, Lowell; Milt Kimball, Poly
FB – Bob Paige, Galileo

1929 Examiner All-AAA (11-18)
E – Bunny Miller, Sacred Heart; Charley Heinbockel, Mission
T – Frank Walker, Poly; Alfred Dowd, Lowell
G – Artie Mueller, Lowell; Horace “Horse” Homel, Poly
C – Jim Rogers, St. Ignatius
QB – Warren “Wee” Weisinger, Lowell
HB – Jack Baat, Mission; Bob Hay, Lowell
FB – Milton Evans, Mission

1930 Examiner All-AAA (11-17)
E – Everett Pendleton, Poly; Duane Parsons, Lowell
T – Frank Walker, Poly; Chuck Wasson, St. Ignatius
G – Ed Lettunich, Lowell; Glenn DuBose, Mission
C – Ross Petersen, Poly
QB – Don McStocker, St. Ignatius
HB – Henry Decia, Poly; Harry Seramini, Mission
FB – Milt Evans, Mission
1931 Examiner All-AAA (11-20)
E – Kenard Harper, Poly; Carl Spurz, Galileo
T – Herman Meister, Kolsof, Poly
G – Jimmy Fickens, Galileo; Woodward Adams, Balboa
C – Joe O’Kane, Sacred Heart
QB – Johnny Reisner, Commerce
HB – Bob Norton, Lowell; Henry Decia, Poly
FB – Frank Walker, Poly

1932 Examiner All-AAA (11-21)
E – Carl Scott, Galileo; Harold Elder, Mission
T – Robert “Buzz” McGee, Mission; Nick Haloski, Galileo
G – Roy Johnson, Balboa; Adamich, Galileo
C – Art Mallock, Commerce
QB – “Red” Stevens, Commerce
HB – Joseph “Yotz” Klotovich, Mission; Arnold Davis, Commerce
FB – Jimmy Summers, Mission

1933 Examiner All-AAA (11-29)
E – Ted Spurz, Galileo; Henry Sparks, Poly
T – John West, Poly; Jerry Ginney, Lowell
G – Victor Reibizzo, Galileo; Harry Gold, Commerce
C – Lee Scatena, Poly
QB – Leon Chevalier, Galileo
HB – Jimmy Coffis, Commerce; Joseph “Yotz” Klotovich, Mission
FB – Vernon Alley, Commerce

1934 Examiner All-AAA (11-16)
E – Ted Spurz, Galileo; Joe Hurley, Balboa
T – Oran DeVito, Galileo; Fidel Nielson, Poly
G – Frank Russo, Galileo; Bill Pedrin, Lowell
C – Dick Sutton, Lowell
QB – Ray Yuretich, Balboa
HB – Vance Peters, Poly; Jerry Dowd, Lowell
FB – Jean LaCau, Galileo

1935 Examiner All-AAA (11-19)
E – Alfred Wright, Sacred Heart; Glen Wunderling, Poly
T – Fidel Neilson, Poly; Frank Bennett, Lowell
G – Bill McGuffin, Galileo; Bill Sinclair, Poly
C – Joe Davador, Poly
QB – Vance Peters, Poly
HB – Mioke Klotovich, Mission; Howard Campbell, Balboa
FB – Roy Yuretich, Balboa

1936 Examiner All-AAA (12-1)
E – Jon Consiglieri, Balboa; Nate Howard, Commerce
T – Ray Carlson, Commerce; George Miliken, Galileo
G – Joe McGrath, Sacred Heart; Melvin Dubfield, Galileo
C – Lee Stanfel, Commerce
QB – Sammy Johnstone, Poly
HB – Mike Klotovich, Andy Marefos, Mission
FB – Roy Yuretich, Balboa

1937 Examiner All-AAA (11-28)
E – Alyn Beals, Poly; Nate Howard, Commerce
T – Al Ward, Poly; Frank Zmak, Balboa
G – Walt Kaplan, Lowell; Bill O’Malley, Poly
C – Eddie Forrest, St. Ignatius
QB – Al Derian, Poly
HB – Jack Francis, Balboa; Pete Franceschi, Mission
FB – Bill Russo, Galileo

1938 Examiner All-AAA (11-27)
E – Alyn Beals, Poly; Keith Bridwell, Galileo
T – Bernard Lahaderme, Poly; John Aguilar, Galileo
G – Louie Tacalino, Commerce; Walt McIntyre, Sacred Heart
C – Edward Forrest, St. Ignatius
QB – Bill Russo, Galileo
HB – Milt Vucinich, Lowell; Alex Spieller, Galileo
FB – Albert Santucci, St. Ignatius

1939 Examiner All-AAA (12-4)
E – Pete McPhail, Commerce; Jack Hughes, Balboa
T – George Coraris, Poly; Howard Newsham, Washington
G – Louis Tocalino, Commerce; Kenneth Blue, Galileo
C – William Joslyn, Lowell
QB – Al Garcia, Lowell
HB – James Honnert, Lowell; Arthur Ekwall, Poly
FB – Henry Jensen, Balboa

1940 Examiner All-AAA (12-4)
E – Ernest Cohn, Balboa; Bill Johns, Poly
T – Fred Neilson, Poly; Edward Frassetto, Mission
G – John Poppin, Commerce; John Dodds, Poly
C – Mark Rivero, Poly
B – Tommy Ryan, Sacred Heart; Gonzales Morales, Mission;
Pete Davis, Balboa
1941 Examiner All-AAA (11-23)
E – Frank Wigmore, Lowell; Amos Adkins, Commerce
T – Harvey Vicchio, Poly; Kenneth Koch, Balboa
G – Ira Thompson, Lowell; Ed Gunderson, Poly
C – Stanley Dahlberg, Balboa
B – Fernando Asdrubale, Poly; Paul Orsi, Lowell; Ernest Provost, Commerce; Fred "Monk" Cirimele, Galileo

1942 Examiner All-AAA (11-6)
E – Jim Deely, Sacred Heart, Ben Cardinelli, Commerce
T – Milt Reiterman, Mission; Dick Cashman, St. Ignatius
G – Tony Tkaczyk, Poly; Dick O'Regan, Sacred Heart
C – Frank Bull, Lowell
B – Harry Christen, Balboa; Lafe Botorff, Mission; Jack Irvine, Lowell; Bill Whitehorn, Poly

1943 Examiner All-AAA (11-6)
E – Jim Tacchini, Balboa; Jack Shields, Sacred Heart
T – Bob Franceschini, Balboa; John "Chic" Kelly, Lincoln
G – Dick Madigan, St. Ignatius; Stan Belcher, Balboa
C – Bill Gebbie, Lincoln
B – Bob DePietro, Lincoln; Charles Collins, Mission; Jerry Mahoney, Sacred Heart; Pete Desalernos, Washington

1944 Examiner All-AAA (11-5)
E – Curt Forsman, Mission, Armand Ferrante, Commerce
T – bns; Ravetta, St. Ignatius; Don Rooker, Lincoln
G – Jack Howard, St. Ignatius; Clarence Yurriaga, Washington
C – Jim Canelo, St. Ignatius
B – Bob Blengino, Commerce; Roy Barni, Galileo; Merrill Peacock, Harry Fromm, Poly

1945 Examiner All-AAA (12-?)
E – Jim Palaby, Bill Kanz, Poly
T – Verdeso Carter, Commerce; Nick Vidak, St. Ignatius
G – Goerge Egan, Commerce; Bill Corbett, St. Ignatius
C – Earl Rogers, Poly
B – Roy Barni, Galileo; Duke Marlowe, Merrill Peacock, Harry Fromm, Poly

1946 Examiner All-AAA (12-1)
E – Don Bates, Poly; Bill Kanz, Poly
T – Bill Sans, Lincoln; Ken Mirch, Washington
G – Larry McNemey, Poly; Joe Borges, Mission
C – Dick Abraham, Lincoln
B – Dave Marcelli, Ford Long, Poly; Jerry Hamilton, Lincoln; Julian Bala, Commerce
1956 Examiner All-AAA (12-2)
E – Chuck Baker, St. Ignatius; Mac Burton, Washington
T – L.C. Shields, Poly; Talisua Niko, Balboa
G – Stan McCarthy, Poly; Gary Leahy, St. Ignatius
C – Jerry Overstreet, Lincoln
B – Walt Arnold, Sacred Heart; Gil Dowd, St. Ignatius; Al Bousquet, Washington; Chuck Marshall, Mission; Jerry White, Riordan

1957 Examiner All-AAA (12-1)
E – Mac Burton, Larry Leitch, Sacred Heart
T – Walt O’Connor, Sacred Heart; Rich Horan, Riordan
G – Ted Sekino, Washington; Al Mariani, Poly
C – Mike Murphy, St. Ignatius
QB – Dennis Shay, Poly
B – Errol Harris, Dennis O’Keefe, Willard Holman, Balboa; Galither Brooks, Galileo

1958 Examiner All-AAA (11-30)
E – Jerry Gosland, Lincoln; Larry Pedrodelosol, Balboa
T – Bob Sims, Len Vaughn, Poly; Phil Petrovsky, Balboa
G – Greg Wood, St. Ignatius; Jack Cullen, Sacred Heart
C – Bob Ellington, Mission
QB – Herbie Williams, Mission
B – Gary Lewis, Poly; Mike Doherty, St. Ignatius; Don Briemle, Lincoln

Only Players Who are not on Chronicle Team are Shown 1959-1965

1959 Examiner All-AAA (11-25)
Ex picked same players as Chron, except no ends or center. Also picked a third tackle, Ken Sanderfer, Mission, and two Linebackers, Ron Stratton, Lowell and Phil Petrovsky, Balboa.

1960 Examiner All-AAA (11-26)
E – Bob Morris, Washington; Bob Leipsic, Lowell
T – Paul Hicks, Mission; Joe Bortoli, Galileo
G – Dennis Drucker, St. Ignatius; Dave Urrea, Lowell
C – Rod Someya, Washighting
QB – Mike Burke, St. Ignatius
HB – Al Raine, Mission (BOTH); Claude Shipp, Washington
FB – Gary Musante, St. Ignatius
Special Mention – John Currie (HB), Riordan

1961 thru 1965 are SF Prep Writers All-AAA
Same as the Chronicle

1966 Examiner All-AAA (12-1)
OFFENSE
E – Jim Squeri, St. Ignatius (co-LOTY); Ron Lanning, Washington
T – Ted Luehs, Lincoln (co-LOTY); Monte Consani, Riordan
G – Boris Koodrin, St. Ignatius; Wayne Martinez, Lowell
C – Jim Fingone, St. Ignatius
QB – John Maxwell, Riordan (BOTY)
B – Mike Wright, Balboa; Jon Dyson, Galileo; Steve Jordan, Poly
DEFENSE
E – Frank Canepa, Sacred Heart; Larry Richardson, Lowell
T – Carl Nielsen, Lowell; Monte Consani, Riordan
MG – Ed Diaz, Balboa
LB – Larry Jacobson, Lowell; Ted Luehs, Lincoln
DB – Steve Salisbury, Lincoln; Gary Hughes, Mike Bassi, St. Ignatius; Doyle Miller, Washington

1967 Examiner All-AAA (11-30)
OFFENSE
E – Jim Tyree, Balboa; Mike Baines, Wilson
T – George Ives, Lowell; John Lembi, Balboa
G – Gerald Dyson, Galileo; Al Levi, Balboa
C – Chris Callen, Sacred Heart
B – Calvin Jones, Rich Calcagno, Balboa; Eddie Perkins, Lowell; Jim Anderson, Sacred Heart
DEFENSE
E – Carlton Thomas, Galileo; Jim Tyree, Balboa
T – George Ives, Lowell; Hilton Dillon, Wilson
MG – Ed Bonnett, Balboa
LB – Steve DeMaestr, Balboa; Gerald Dyson, Galileo
DB – Calvin Jones, Balboa; Jim Anderson, Sacred Heart; Rufus Gartrell, Lincoln; Eddie Perkins, Lowell

1968 Examiner All-AAA (12-12)
OFFENSE
E – Steve Roberts, Lowell; John Parenti, Galileo
T – Ray Perez, Balboa; Luis Cobos, Sacred Heart
G – Mike Cunningham, Lincoln; Al Levi, Balboa; Steve Williams, Lowell
C – Randy Gaynor, Lowell
QB – Larry Heren, Wilson
HB – Calvin Jones, Balboa (POTY); Mike Harris, Lowell; Kerry Hampton, Poly
P – Oscar Salinas, Balboa
K – Bill Powers, Sacred Heart
E – Cody Jones, Mission; Steve Willaims, Lowell
T – Randy Gaynor, Lowell; Gerald Kusumoto, Galileo
MG – Paul Ramirez, Lowell
LB – Paul Cruz, Lowell; Mike Horan, Sacred Heart
DB – Calvin Jones, Bob Crosat, Balboa; Jack Holleman, Wilson; Jeff Beaver, Lowell
1969 Examiner All-AAA (12-6)

**OFFENSE**
E – Jesse Bean, James Odoms, Balboa
T – Ron Sokolov, Lowell; Keith Austin, Washington (LOTY)
G – Dan Cummings, Lincoln; Leon Peros, Lowell
C – Brian Eagle, Washington
QB – Elvin Smith, Balboa (POTY)
B – Darrell Mitchell, Wasington (BOTY); Rich Lowell, Lowell; Willie Daigle, Wilson

**DEFENSE**
E – Gerald Rankin, Wilson; Pete Derenate, Lincoln
DL – Keith Austin, Glenn Maiolini, Washington; Keith Rowan, Lincoln; Mike Fauss, Balboa
LB – Steve Roberts, Lowell; Darryl Lovill, Lincoln
DB – Eric Days, Poly; Elvin Smith, Mike Salem, Balboa; Dwayne Mayberry, Lincoln

1970 Examiner All-AAA (12-5)

**OFFENSE**
FL – Greg Johnwell, Wilson
E – Al Sokolov, Lowell; Brad Pedersen, Lowell
G – Leon Peros, Lowell; Kevin Hicks, Balboa
C – Mike Fauss, Balboa
QB – Craig Kimball, Lowell (POTY)
B – Nicky Jordan, Balboa; Dwayne Mayberry, Lincoln

**DEFENSE**
E – Pete Derenate, Lincoln; Karl Selchan, Lowell
IL – Wilson Faumuina, Alvin Cook, Balboa; Leon Peros, Lowell; Gene Woodard, Wilson
LB – Mike Fauss, Balboa; Osland Pauling, Lowell
DB – Dwayne Mayberry, Lincoln; Brad Petersen, Dwayne Price, Lowell

1971 Examiner All-AAA (12-4)

**OFFENSE**
E – Al Burleson, Balboa; Al Victoria, Poly
T – Greg Fields, Mission; Wilson Faumuina, Balboa (POTY)
G – Solomon Vaita, Mission; Steve Loftus, Lowell
C – Ron McQuary, Balboa
WR – Roberto Jourdan, Balboa (also P, DB)
QB – Jeff Galavaiz, Balboa
HB – Thomas Garrett, Galileo; Bob McCutcheon Lincoln
FB – Gene Woodard, Wilson
P – Roberto Jourdan, Balboa

**DEFENSE**
DL – Greg Fields, Mission; Karl Bishop, Wilson; Wilson Faumuina, William Wilder, Balboa
LB – Peter Anoai, Balboa; Vachery Bucsit, Stanley Addison, Balboa
B – Anthony Hewitt, Al Burleson, Roberto Jourdan, Balboa; Ronald Brown, Mission

1972 Examiner All-AAA (12-9)

**OFFENSE** (missing)

**DEFENSE** (missing)

1973 Examiner All-AAA (12-1)

**OFFENSE**
E – Levi Armstrong, Mission (POTY); Denis Shangger, Lowell
T – Willie Nevels (LOTY), Frank Kennedy, Balboa
G – Dan Mariani, Lowell; Mike Bello, Balboa
C – Rico Delodovici, Balboa
WR – Michael Kirtman, Wilson
QB – Paul Balenzuela, O’Connell
RB – Jerome LeBrane, George Hodge, Balboa; Markey Crane, Galileo (BOTY)
K – Kevin Mitchell, Balboa
PK – Bob Silverman, Lowell

**DEFENSE**
DL – Willie Nevels, Balboa; Ross Rhodes, Wilson; Bruce Barker, Bill Hontalas, Frank Choy, Lowell
LB – Markey Crane, Galileo; Ken Galeai, Lowell; Andrew Brown, Balboa
B – Kevin Austin, Lowell; Dennis Wylie, Rickey Bussey, Balboa; Levi Armstrong, Mission

1974 Examiner All-AAA (12-7)

**OFFENSE**
E – Herb Ward, Balboa; William Dudley, Mission
T – Douglas Thomas, Galileo; Stanley Holloway, Lowell
G – Mark Markel, Lowell; Robert Chadwick, Galileo
C – Gary Robles, Balboa
QB – Rickey Bussey, Balboa
RB – Merkey Crane (POTY), Angelo Dillon, Galileo; Jerome LeBrane, Balboa
P – Richard Dickson, Wilson
K – Mark Ferguson, Galileo

**DEFENSE**
DL – Michael Gans, Balboa; Rodney Lee, Lawrence Simpson, Wilson; Bill Kealy, McAteer
LB – Raytheal Polk, Terrell Ward, Wilson; Markery Crane, Galileo
DB – Rickey Bussey, Herb Ward, Balboa; MaShawn Robinson, Vince Sanchez, Galileo
1975 Examiner All-AAA (12-13)

OFFENSE
E – Maurice Jones, Balboa; Clifford Moore, Lowell
T – Reggie Mickel, Lincoln; Mike McClintock, Balboa (LOTY)
G – Don Nevels (POTY), Balboa; Robert Chadwick, Galileo
C – Mike Brooks, Lowell
QB – Steve Emerson, Lowell
RB – George White (BOTY), Dan Lei, Tony Williams, Balboa
K – Mark Ferguson, Galileo

DEFENSE
DL – Mike McClintock, James Davis, Balboa; Bill Kehaly, McAtteer;
   Jeff Johnson, Washington
LB – Don Nevels, Balboa; Robert Chadwick, Galileo;
   Reggie Mickel, Lincoln
DB – Gregory Kelly, Lowell; Kelvin Steele, MaShawn Robinson,
   Galileo; Andre Stoval, Balboa

1976 Examiner All-AAA (12-18)

OFFENSE
E – Jerry Keys, Mission; Darryl Mathews, Washington
T – Dupre Marshall, Terrell Santiago, Lincoln
G – James “Boots” Davis (POTY), Balboa; Derrick Pettway, Lincoln
C – Paul Avedano, Galileo
QB – David Hill, Balboa
RB – Victor Holmes, Lowell; Charles Epps, Lincoln; Wayne Beasley,
   Galileo
K – Robert Quarles, Lincoln
P – Earlis Jacobs, Balboa
C – Paul Avedano, Galileo

DEFENSE
DL – James “Boots” Davis, Balboa; Dupre Marshall, John Keilough,
   Lowell Thomas, Lincoln
LB – Dan Lei, Balboa; Derrick Pettway, Lincoln; Paul Avedano, Galileo
DB – Andre Stovall, Balboa, David Hill, Balboa; Wayne Beasley, Galileo;
   Charles Epps, Lincoln

1977 Examiner All-AAA (12-3)

OFFENSE
E – Jeff Berry, Lowell; Joe Sepich, Lowell
T – Rudy Guice (LOTY), Vice Moreci, Galileo
G – Greg Young, Lincoln; Anthony Dodson, Mission
C – John Ross, Lowell
QB – Darryl Wong, Lowell (BOTY & POTY)
RB – Bernard Warren, Willson; Roy Smalley, Galileo; Pete Waldman,
   Lowell
PK – Joe Sepich, Lowell (also All-AAA at end)

DEFENSE
DL – Vince Moreci, Tony Holyfield, Galileo; Jerry Keys, Mission;
   Stacey Cooper, Washington
LB – Rudy Guice, Galileo; Raymond Brooks, Lincoln; Damon Keeves,
   Washington
DB – Gil Byrd, Lowell; Bill Stapleton, Lincoln; Mike Delgado, Galileo;
   Humphrey Garret, Washington
P – Stacey Cooper, Washington

1978 Examiner All-AAA (12-2)

E – James Hutchings, Lincoln; Chester Hunter, Galileo
T – Luke Jones, Galileo; Marsharnie Graves, Lincoln
G – Curtis Mitchell (co-LOTY), Lincoln; Johnny Walker, Galileo
   (co-LOTY)
C – Brooke Arkush, Lowell
QB – Matt MacKay, Washington
RB – Brennan Redd, Wilson; Trace Brown Galileo, (POTY & BOTY);
   John Sullivan, Lincoln

DEFENSE
DL – Tony Shelton, McAtteer; Anthony Thomas, Balboa;
   David Oliver, Galileo; John Marksman, Washington
LB – Curtis Mitchell, Lincoln; Johnny Walker, Galileo;
   Devin O’Keefe, Lincoln
DB – Mike Delgado, Galileo; Theodore Judice, John Sullivan, Lincoln;
   Marion Fisher, Lowell
AAA/CIF San Francisco Section

Football All-Stars

1979 Examiner All-AAA (12-1)

OFFENSE
E – Anthony Beverly, Galileo; Carl Sullivan, Lincoln
WR – Greg Ivory, Galileo
T – Joe Drake, Galileo; Marshall Green, Lincoln
G – Willie Veniale, Mission; Ed Cummings, Lincoln
C – Joe Taylor (co-LOTY), Galileo
QB – Issac Vaughn (co-BOTY), Lincoln
RB – Tyrone McCall (co-BOTY), Galileo; John Sullivan, Lincoln

DEFENSE
      Anthony Thomas, Balboa
LB – Devin O’Keefe (co-LOTY), Lincoln; Darrell Breazell, Galileo;
      Tony Trufant, Lowell
DB – Tyrone McCall, Calvin Watts, Galileo; Charles Buffington, McAteer;
      Marcus Wells, Lincoln

1980 Examiner All-AAA FB (2)

OFFENSE
TE – Greg Tucker, Balboa
WR – Mike Delaney, Lowell; Charles Canady, Balboa
T – Joe Drake, Galileo; Fred Veevalu, Balboa
G – Darrell Breazell, Galileo; Ed Cummings, Lincoln
C – Marc Oliver, Galileo
QB – Eric Brown (BOTY & POTY), Balboa
RB – Zeph Lee, Lincoln; Alex Mack, Lowell

DEFENSE
DL – Joe Drake (LOTY), Galileo; Nick Astromoff, Lowell;
      Dwayne Williams, Balboa; Earl Davis, Lincoln
LB – Ed Cummings, Mario Dilosa, Lincoln; Warner Palegra, Balboa
DB – Derrick Bradley, Balboa; Alan Thomas, Washington;
      James Richards, McAteer

1981 Examiner All-AAA FB (12-9)

OFFENSE
TE – Zack Wheeler, Galileo
T – James Saloona; Galileo; Byron Rhodes, Washington
G – Dwayne Mitchel, Wilson; Henry Ramirez, Balboa
C – Mark Oliver (LOTY & POTY), Galileo
QB – Rodney Leggett, Wilson
RB – Wayne Dixon, Lincoln; Jimmy Walton (BOTY), Galileo
WR – Angels McNeil, Galileo; Sadao Langfeldt, Washington

DEFENSE
DL – Doug James, Washington; Marc Oliver, Galileo; Simi Manamua,
      Wilson; Fred Veevalu, Balboa
LB – Lonnie Hair, Mission; Don Stevenson, Jimmy Walton, Galileo;
      Dwayne Mitchell, Wilson
DB – Derrick Bradley, Balboa; Alan Thomas, Washington;
      James Richards, McAteer

1982 Examiner All-AAA (12-8)

OFFENSE
TE – Anhomme Valosek, Washington; Mike Hutchings, Lincoln
T – Terry Jefferson, Washington; Robert Gaito, Balboa
G – Dave Mashburn, Washington; Paul Manning, Balboa
C – Steve Stowe, Balboa
QB – Rodney Leggett, Wilson
RB – Don Stevens, Galileo; Darryl Bell, Balboa; Bobby Domingue,
      Wilson
WR – Warren Parker, Washington; Lane Hawkins, Galileo

DEFENSE
DL – Ralph Hodge, Washington; Paul Manning, Balboa;
      John Koehler, McAteer; Mafulu Galuega, Mission
LB – Dave Mashburn, Washington; Don Stevenson, Galileo;
      Dave Tavuso, Wilson; Harland Zimmerman, Lowell
DB – Warren Parker, Washington; Rodney Leggett, Wilson;
      Lane Hawkins, Galileo; William Terrell, McAteer

1983 Examiner All-AAA (12-21)

OFFENSE
TE – Zack Toms, Galileo; Ronald Brooks, Wilson
T – Bryan Oliver (POTY), Galileo; Marc Neal Washington
G – James Wu, Steve Bokura, Galileo; Fred Tioliou, Mission
C – Paul Cooper, Galileo
QB – Lui Toiolo (OPOTY), Galileo
RB – Roy Raney, Galileo; David Tanavasu, Wilson; Troy Bouldin,
      Washington; Eric House, Lowell
WR – Stanley Biesiadecki, Lowell; Jerold Sawyer, McAteer

DEFENSE
DL – Bryan Oliver, Eric Johnson, Galileo; Issac Lefkowitz, Mission;
      Ralph Hodge, Washington
LB – David Tanavasu (DPOTY), Wilson; Michael Zimmerman, Lowell;
      Chris Means, Washington; Orlando Ellison, Mission
DB – Roy Raney, Galileo; Antione Valentino, Balboa;
      Grandville Taylor, Washington, Theodis Carroll, McAteer
1984 Examiner All-AAA (12-19)
OFFENSE
TE – Johnny Tucker, Balboa
T – Mark Neal, Washington; Brian Oliver, Galileo
G – Fred Tiolou, Mission; Carl Pierce, McAtee
C – Mike Zimmerman, Lowell
QB – Antione Valentino (POTY), Balboa
RB – Andre Alexander (OPOTY), Balboa; Eric House, Lowell;
     Damon Terry, McAtee
WR – Howard Smith, Galileo; Tony Burger, McAtee
DEFENSE
DL – Laita Leatutufu, Bryan Oliver (DPOTY),
     Galileo; Marc Neal, Washington; Brian Goodspeed, Balboa
LB – Carl Peirce, Tonoy Burger, McAtee, Mike Zimmerman, Lowell;
     K.C. Mattox, McAtee
DB – Antione Valentino, Balboa; Frank Wu, Galileo;
     Grandville Taylor, Washington; Greg Espy, McAtee

1985 Examiner All-AAA (12-14)
OFFENSE
WR – Kevin Grant, Galileo; Jason Louie, Washington
TE – Any Gregorio, Lincoln
T – Mark Rosenberg, Washington; Annibal Vega, Mission;
     Peter Lee, Galileo
G – Aaron Jones, McAtee; Terrell Oliver, Balboa
C – Dexter Cato, McAtee
QB – Harvey Pulliam (POTY), McAtee
RB – Rodney Clemente, Galileo; Andy Mitchell, McAtee;
     Benny Pope, Washington
K – David LaLiberte, Galileo
DEFENSE
DL – Maurice Forte, Sal Lualemea, Galileo; Joel Brown, McAtee;
     Mark Rosenberg
LB – K.C. Mattox, Galileo; Michael Hodge, Washington;
     Ronnie Cooper, McAtee; Michael Alberts, Lowell
DB – Gary Spies (DPOTY), Galileo; Michael Neely, McAtee;
     Marcus Rhodes, Balboa; Harvey Pulliam, McAtee
P – Marvin Metoyer, Lowell

1986 Coaches All-AAA (12-?)
Galileo – Rodney Clemente, RB-LB; Mark Henderson, OL-DE;
     Gordon Lau, OG-LB; Maurice Forte, OT-DE; David
     Laliberte, QB-K; Brice Peoples, LB
Lincoln – James Ward, RB-DB; Andy DeGregorio, TE-LB;
     Greg Revelli, QB
Lowell – Tuese Ah-Kiong, RB-DB
McAtee – Joel Brown, OT-DE; Demere Smith, FB-LB; Miachel Neely,
     QB-DB
Mission – Ali Byrd, RB; Jason Drake, QB-DB; Annibal Vega, TE-LB
     Dushon Turner, G
Washington – Benny Pope, RB-LB; Robert Greenspane, G-DE;
     Rick Trammer, C; John Stokes, DB; Zuri Hector, DB;
     David Yu, LB; Robert Jackson, LB
Wilson – Fremont Miles, DB

1987 Coaches All-AAA (12-9)
Balboa – Angelo Snelgro, QB; Antron Barron, WR; Donte Smith, LB;
     Donald Goodwin, LB-WR; Noel Bell, DB
Galileo – Garry Little, RB; Brice People, FB-LB; Lamont Lee, WR;
     Mark Henderson, TE-DE; Philip Stribling, G;
Lincoln – Vernon O’Givie (POTY), RB; Vitani Benjamin, FB-LB; Steve
     O’Boyle, G-LB; Loren Miller, T-LB; Jamal Fountaine, LB;
     James Ward, DB
Lowell – Tuese Ah-Kiong, RB
McAtee – Raymond Bowles, RB; Dan Malloy, G
Mission – Randall Moriera, C; Dushon Turner, G; Felix Day, DB
Washington – Chris Antipa, QB, Zuri Hector, WR; Nick Trammer, C;
     Philip Chu, G; Robert Hector, DB

1988 Coaches All-AAA (12-21)
Balboa – Luis Gardenas, OL-DL; Ken Brady, WR-DB;
     Allister Wright, WR-DB
Galileo – Tirrel Burden, LB; Omar Lott, WR; Hundar Murray, OT-LB;
     Lionel Robinson, OG-DE; Reggie Walker, DE
     Gary Little, RB (BOTY); Sam Peoples, QB (POTY)
Lincoln – Jamal Fountaine, TE-LB; Jeff Lewis, WR; Shannon
     Pittman, DE
Lowell – Dimitry Novikoff, OT-DE
McAtee – Tom Crosse, RB-DB; Sam Helea, LB; Marcus Sisk, DB;
     Farrington Togai, OT (LOTY)
Mission – Jason Lancaster, DT; Dushon Turner, LB
Washington – Matt Blackburn, FB-LB; Alan Chuey, C;
     Andre DeShay, OT-DE; Putnam Gibson, TE-LB;
     Mwaza Major, WR; Tyson Yee, RB-LB
Wilson – Alfonso Browning, RB-LB
1989 Coaches All-AAA (12-6)
Balboa – Terrence Sims, FB-DB; Darryl Green, RB-DB;
Dewayne Watts, TE-DT; Eric Howard, OL-DL
Galileo – Dexter Doss, QB (POTY); Tudari Murray, LB; Terrell,
Burden, FB-LB; Kun-Ho Ko, T-DT; Ollie Bradshaw, G-DT;
Michael Fields, DE-WR
Lincoln – Mike Morre, G-LB; Glenn Barlongran, QB;
Rodney Breltor, WR-S; Mike Tito, DT
Lowell – Charlton Jones, WR-LB
McAteer – Thomas Crosse, RB; Larry Loving, DB-WR; David Elzey, LB
Washington – Mike Aissa, G-DE (LOTY); Matt Blackburn, FB-LB (BOTY)
Shon DeShay, T-DE; Jerry Hill, T-DL; Kuo Yee, WR-DB
Wilson – Alonso Browning, RB; Demitrius Prescott, LB; Orlando Mora, G

1990 Coaches All-AAA (12-26)
Balboa – Charles Cooley, RB-LB; George Ismael, OL-DL;
William McClendon, RB-LB
Galileo – Dexter Doss, QB; Terrence Hanser, RB-DB; Hudari Murray,
T-LB; Michael Fields, E-LB; Maceo Houston, WR-DB;
Norman Mitchell, C
Lincoln – Mike Tito, G-LB; Mike Moore, G-DE; Derrick Blaylock, WR-DB;
Thang Tieu, RB-DB; Ernest Perkins, FB-DB
McAteer – David Elzey, G-LB
Mission – Leonardo Valladaires, LB; Jeremy Potter, TE; Earl Taylor, DB
Washington – Ron Monzon, T-DE; Aaron Taylor, T-LB; Tobin O’Donnell,
G-LB; Ron New, RB-DB
Wilson – Demitrius Prescott, RB-LB

1991 Coaches All-AAA (12-21)
Balboa – George Ishmael, C-DE (LOTY); Damian Arnold, OL-DL;
Alfonso Bell, WR-DB; Lawrence Hargraves, RB-DB;
Will McClendon, OL-LB
Galileo – Bobby Shaw, QB-DB; Milton Turner, FB-DE
Lincoln – Ernest Perkins, TE-S (co-BOTY); Emil Mathews, WR;
Alex Napitam, OG-LB; Derrick Shepard, WR-DB;
Thank Tieu, RB-DB
McAteer – Ffrank Madu, RB-DB (POTY); Ed Mils, QB (co-BOTY);
Abdul Cole, LB; James Melgar, C-DE; Fulton Mitchell, DB;
Noel Reyes, LB; Dwayne Ross, RB-LB; Joe King-Togiai, LB;
Fagan Walth, OG
Washington – Kevin Chin, WR-DB; Brendon Hallinan, TE-LB;
Ben Kaufman, OG-LB; Sung Kim, C-LB; Ryan Miller, QB
Wilson – Danny Pita, OT-DT

1992 Coaches All-AAA (12-19)
Balboa – Jason Mixon, RB-DB
Galileo – Bobby Shaw, WR-DB (co-POTY); Byron Beacham, RB-DL;
Paul Breed, DL; Dante Corbin, RB-DB
Galileo – Clintell Lewis, G-LB; Jason Mattox, QB
Lincoln – Samara Samara, LB
Lowell – Grant Schley, TE-LB (Most Valuable Lineman);
Ryan Hanna, LB; Tri Khuu, DB; Eric Lagandoan, RB;
Marcus Williams, QB
McAteer – Quincy Mouton, RB-LB; Vinko Sliskovic, OT;
Clinton Tasi, DE
Mission – Ernest McNealy, QB-DB
Washington – Jacque Anderson, RB (co-POTY); Barnett Baron,
FB-DB; Cammerin Boyd, RB-DB; Andrew Hunt, TE-LB;
Yong Kim, C-DL; Ryan Miller, QB-DB
Wilson – Antonio Warren (BOTY); Don Eskeiulu, T-LB

1993 Coaches All-AAA (12-18)
Balboa – Mike Jackson, QB-DB; Aamar Nasrawl, RB-LB
Galileo – Daniel James, RB-LB; Jason Mattox, QB-FS;
Bradley Wall, DE-OT; Christian Wade, RB
Lincoln – Kevin Yates, WR-DB
Lowell – Lester Ancheta, DB; Ryan Kent, LB; Christopher Kwong, DB
McAteer – Kevin Jones, RB (BOTY); Albert Burleson, DB;
Scott Nyce, C; Sergio Reyes, G; Kamara Wilson, TE
Mission – Visesio Visesio, (co) OT (LOTY); Steve Solo, RB-LB;
Phesmon Onehpenenes, WR-FS; Jason Quiles, OT-LB
Washington – Frank Chu, OG-DT; Dwayne Drummer,
RB-DB; Mike Leary, TE-LB; Damond Nettles, WR-LB;
Carl Vellino, OG-DT; Kenyatta Prescott, OT-DT
Wilson – Antonio Warren, RB (POTY); Tyrell Espy, LB; Issac
Harrell, OG-DE; Leroy Hawkins, OT-DT; Andreas Porter,
TE-LB
1994 Coaches All-AAA (12-17)
Balboa – Ron Zulueta, WR-LB
Galileo – Herbert Banks, DE; Michael Baxter, OL-LB; Daniel Corkish, LB; Miguel Cortes, RB
Lincoln – Shaker Abdelwahhab, DL
Lowell – Monolo Gonzalez, RB; Juan Navarro, SS; Jon Pennercerada, LB
McAteer – Joe Flood, RB-DB (POTY); Scott Nyce, C-DT
(LOTY): Aziel Toeina, LB (co-DPOTY); Albert Burleson, DB; William Dudley, S; Jerome Robinson, LB; Leon Thomasson, OT-DT; James Williams, QB; Kamara Wilson, TE
Mission – Idries Pearson, DT (co-DPOTY); Melvin Watson, QB; Elmer Lopez, OL-DL
Washington – Nephthalin Drummer, RB-DB (BOTY); Tyrell Espy, LB (co-DPOTY); Sean Male, OT-DT; Andreas Porter, TE-LB; Kenyatta Prescott, OG-DE

1995 Coaches All-AAA (12-2)
Balboa – Sergio Serrano, LB
Galileo – Andrew Ellis, WR-DB (co-DPOTY); Shontae Britton, RB-LB; Alex Cortes, G-LB; William Scott, TE-DE; Eugene Stepleo, G-LB
Lincoln – Dmitry Dunavetski, LB
Lowell – Lucien Cazanave, TE-DT (co-DPOTY); Ari Welkom, QB (BOTY)
Reno Brown, C-LB; Colin Turner, RB-LB
Mission – Billy Ennis, RB-LB; Garon Peleauma, T-G
McAteer – Joshua Grate, OL-DL (LOTY); Justine Grate, OL-DL; Curtis Holden, RB-LB; Jerome Robinson, LB
Washington – Ed Henderson, RB-DB (POTY); Vernon Pope, QB; Antonio Cooks, WR; Nathan Sharp, DE; Joaquin Kuan, LB

1996 Coaches All-AAA (12-21)
Balboa – Aaron Hutchinson, RB-DB; Jermaine McDowell, RB; Sergio Serrano, LB
Galileo – Raymond Davis, RB-DB (POTY); Terrance Carter, FB-LB; Ian Douglas, WR-DB; Antoine Evans, QB-DB; Fidel Pugh, RB-DB; Lenny Walls, WR-DB
Lincoln – Dan Hytry, OT-DE (LOTY); Scott Coletti, QB
Lowell – Zac Adami, WR-DE; Fritz Huijenga, OL-DL-K; Roger Seto, FB-LB; Eysosis Kassa, OL-DL-FB
McAteer – Curtis Holden, FB-LB; Steve Parker, LB; Tino Ratliff, TE-DE
Washington – Antonio Cooks, DB (DPOTY); Chris Delanen, WR-DB; Nathan Sharp, LB; Derrick Reagans, TE-DE

1997 All-AAA (12-20)
Balboa – Clint Gerona, S; Jermaine McDowell, TE-LB; Bradley Young, FB-LB
Galileo – Terrence Carter, TE-LB; Raymond Davis, RB-CB; Nick Nandain, LB; Fidel Pugh, DB; Abdul Yaro, OL-DL
Lincoln – Daniel Johnson, OG-DT
Lowell – Michael Kim, LB; Matthew Lee, DL
McAteer – Rashawn Fernandez, C; Issac Green, RB-LB; Marquis Lewis, RB-LB; Samon Streets, RB
Mission – Tobias Whitley, QB-DB
Washington – Antonio Cooks, WR (POTY); Jermaine Ashley, RB (BOTY); Derrick Reagans, DE (DPOTY); Sam Morgan, OT-DT (LOTY); Shawn Anneckson, QB; Joe Dyson, WR

1998 Coaches All-AAA (12-19)
Balboa – Gabe Tuialuuluu, C-DT
Galileo – Marquez Shaw, QB-DB (POTY); Brian Cato, OL-DL; Tomi Henderson, WR-DB; Jonathan Robinson, WR-DB; Gary Tran, WR-DB
Lincoln – Bernard Glassen, E; Rodney Lee, DB; Brett Rallojay, G
Lowell – Jamie Mondala, RB (co-BOTY); Nasseem Elkarra, DB
McAteer – Jason Douglas, QB (co-BOTY); DaMario Watson, LB (DPOTY); Michael Carter, WR-LB; Ce Ce Lawrence, DB; Marquis Lewis, WR-DB; Michael Togafou, OL-DE
Mission – T.J. Taaga, OL-DL
Washington – Peter Suruuachuen, TE-LB (LOTY); Anthony Eashman, DB; Leonard Mitchell, T; Dante Hayes, DB; Dean Williams, OT-DT

1999 Coaches All-AAA (12-18)
Balboa – Alvaro Carvajal, RB; Marcus Hagwood, WR-DB; Richard Hargraves, QB-DB
Galileo – Justin Dunaway, TE; Kyle Morgan, OT-DT; Robert Morris, RB-DB; Dion Pickett, QB; Vincent Webster, DE
Lincoln – Rodney Lee, RB-DB; Matt Rice, OL
Lowell – Pat Albano, C; Mike Beiliks, OL; Donald Lockett, RB-DB (BOTY); Josh Kawai-Bogue, LB; Scott Coleman, RB-DB
McAteer – Dante Dudley, QB-DE; Frederick Johnson, G-LB; Charles Lawrence, RB-LB; Michael Postell, WR-LB; Sheldon Sumpter, WR-DB
Mission – Kevin Boyd, RB-DB
Washington – Jermikio Barlow, LB; Bardia Barmaki, TE-LB; Josh Stewart, QB-DB (POTY); Johan Thomas, WR-DB; Jared Vree, LB (DPOTY); Dean Williams, G-DT (LOTY)
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2000 Coaches All-AAA (3-6, 2001 cq)
Balboa – Charles Allen, DT; Jermaine Hargraves, RB; Lothell Holloway, DT; Ronald Melvin, TE
Galileo – Aaron Buchanan, DB-WR; Issac Foster, LB-OL; Kenneth Lincoln, DB-DB; Kyle Morgan, DL-OL; John Orille, DL-OL; Dion Pickett, DB-QB
Lincoln – Jacquez Mok, FS-RB; Justin Thieu, DL-OL
Lowell - John Bazdarich, DE-TE; Mike Bietiks, DL-OT; Robert Gargollo, OG; Eric Sanders, LB-DB; Doug Wang, LB-QB
McAteer – Bobby Hamilton, OG; Charles Lindsey, DB; Michael Postell, LB; Michael Sturdivant, no position given
Mission – Ulysses Warren, DB-QB
Washington – Jermilko Barlow, DL-OL; John Dayao, QB;
Chinedu Edwards, DB-WR; Lew Garcia, DL-OL;
Jamal Gilyard, DB-QB; Michael Gomez, RB-TE;
Lamar Williams, DB-RB

CALL – BULLETIN FOOTBALL

1925 Call-Bulletin All-AAA (11-28)
E – George Olson, St. Ignatius; Dolf Camilli, Sacred Heart
T – George Hurley, Lick-Wilmerding; Frank Hanlon, St. Ignatius
G – Tony Muzio, Mission, Scotchy McKay, Lick-Wilmerding
C – Merle Glasgow, Lowell
QB – Bill Vierra, Cogswell
HB – Russell Ewing, Lowell; Ernie Ward, Poly
FB – Earl Nelson, Lick-Wilmerding

1926 Call-Bulletin All-AAA (11-6)
E – John Hurley, Lick-Wilmerding; Dickson, Galileo
T – John Tampcke, Galileo; George Hurley, Lick-Wilmerding
G – Scotchy McKay, Lick Wilmerding; Schulte, Lowell
C – Troyer, Commerce
QB – Abie Bromberg, Galileo
HB – Vin Casey, St. Ignatius; Whitey Lausten, Lick-Wilmerding
FB – Sheldon Potter, Lowell
QB – Abie Bromberg, Galileo

1927 Call-Bulletin All-AAA (12-3)
E – “Ham” Hedge, Lowell; Amerigo Vivaldi, Poly
T – Clare Brown, Poly; Jack “Red” Smith, Galileo
G – Louis Fijeac, Galileo; Everett Pendleton, Poly
C – Ira Woodworth, Lowell
QB – Vin Casey, St. Ignatius
HB – Rudy Rintala, Poly; Sheldon Potter, Lowell
FB – Joe Smith, Cogswell

1928 Call-Bulletin All-AAA (12-4)
E – Bunny Miller, Sacred Heart, Charley Heinbockel, Mission
T – Frank Walker, Poly; Al Dowd, Lowell; Charles Molinari, Lowell
G – Artie Mueller, Lowell; Sava Limnes, Poly
C – Krohn, Mission
QB – Warren “Wee” Weisinger, Lowell
HB – Jack Baat, Joe Curtin, Mission
FB – Milton Evans, Mission

1929 Call-Bulletin All-AAA (11-19)
E – Nate Howard, Malcolm McPail, Commerce
T – Ray Carlson, Commerce; Bill Braun, Mission
G – Joe McGrath, Sacred Heart; Stanley Buffa, Balboa
C – Lee Stanfield, Commerce
QB – Sammy Johnstone, Poly
HB – Mike Klotovich, Andy Marehos, Mission
FB – Roy Yuretich, Balboa

1930 Call-Bulletin All-AAA (11-19)
E – Everett Pendleton, Poly; Duane Parsons, Lowell
T – Frank Walker, Poly; Al Dowd, Lowell
G – Jimmy Fickens, Galileo; Ed Lettunich, Lowell
C – Ross Petersen, Poly
QB – Bernard McCann, St. Ignatius
HB – Henry Decia, Poly; Don McStocker, St. Ignatius
FB – Milton Evans, Mission

1931 Call-Bulletin All-AAA (11-19)
E – Kenard Harper, Poly; Carl Spirz, Galileo
T – Matt Brasnyo, Commerce; Larry Roubal, Lowell
G – Jimmy Fickens, Galileo; Woodward Adams, Balboa
C – Joe O’Kane, Sacred Heart
QB – Earl Hoos, Commerce
HB – Prentiss Goldstone, Galileo; Henry Decia, Poly
FB – Frank Walker, Poly

1932 Call-Bulletin All-AAA (11-22)
E – Carl Schott, Galileo; Harold Elder, Mission
T – Buzz McGee, Mission; Nick Haloski, Galileo
G – Roy Johnson, Balboa; Tom Hawkins, Sacred Heart
C – Phil Dougherty, Mission
QB – Red Stevens, Commerce
HB – Joseph “Yotz” Klotovich, Mission; Arnold David, Commerce
FB – Jimmy Summers, Mission
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1933 Call-Bulletin All-AAA (11-18)
E – Ted Spriz, Galileo; John Misegades, Poly
T – Earl Castro, Commerce; Victor Rebizzo, Galileo
G – Gorman, Lowell; “Red” Stephens, Commerce
C – Lee Scatena, Poly
QB – Dario Lodigiani, Galileo
HB – Jimmy Coffis, Commerce; Joseph “Yotz” Klotovich, Mission
FB – Jean LaCau, Galileo

1934 Call-Bulletin All-AAA (11-12)
E – Ted Spriz, Galileo; Joe Hurley, Balboa
T – Oran DeVito, Galileo; Fidel Neilson, Poly
G – Frank Russo, Galileo; “Buttercup” Ahern, Sacred Heart
C – Jim Lacey, Sacred Heart
QB – Chuck Roarke, Lowell
HB – Roy Yuretich, Balboa; Jerry Dowd, Chad Reade, Lowell

1935 Call-Bulletin All-AAA (11-9)
E – Alfred Wright, Sacred Heart; Glen Wunderling, Poly; Jim Smith, Mission; Englehofer, Balboa; Frank Gibeau, Commerce
T – Fidel Neilson, Poly; Al Malatesta, Balboa; Hank Marrie, Mission; Ed Hartman, Galileo
G – Bill McGuffin, Galileo; Bill Sinclair, Poly; Adams, Balboa; Willard Dolman, Galileo
C – Cuneo, Sacred Heart; Borgeson, Galileo
QB – Romeo Guaraglia, Poly; Mike Klotovich, Poly
HB – Vance Peters, Poly; Roy Yuretich, Balboa; Howard Campbell, Balboa; Sammy Johnstone, Polytechnic; Dutch Neary, Sacred Heart; Hal Missamore, Galileo
FB – Zane Stickel, Lowell; Reino Piccin, Mission; John Schiechtl, Balboa; Jimmy Contos, Galileo; Kuhn, Mission

1936 Call-Bulletin All-AAA (11-27)
E – Nate Howard, Malcolm McPhail, Commerce
T – Ray Carlson, Commerce; Bill Braun, Mission
G – Joe McGrath, Sacred Heart, Stanley Buffa, Balboa
C – Lee Stanfel, Commerce
QB – Sammy Johnstone, Poly
HB – Mike Klotovich, Andy Marefos, Mission
FB – Roy Yuretich, Balboa

1937 Call-Bulletin All-AAA (11-27)
E – Alyn Beals, Poly; Nate Howard, Commerce
T – Robert Rohrer, Poly; Frank Zmak, Balboa
G – Walt Kaplan, Lowell; Frank Peschiera, Galileo
C – Eddie Forrest, St. Ignatius
QB – Al Derian, Poly
HB – Jack Francis, Balboa; Pete Franceschi, Mission
FB – Chuck Keyer, Sacred Heart

1938 Call-Bulletin All-AAA (11-28)
E – Alyn Beals, Poly; Keith Bridwell, Galileo
T – Barnard Lahaderne, Poly; John Aguirre, Galileo
G – Walt McIntyre, Sacred Heart; Ernest Gentner, Lowell
C – Edward Forrest, St. Ignatius
QB – Bill Russo, Galileo
HB – Milt Vucinich, Lowell; Alex Spieller, Galileo
FB – Albert Santucci, St. Ignatius

1939 Call-Bulletin All-AAA (12-2)
E – Pete McPhail, Commerce; Howard Council, Lowell
T – Howard Newsham, Washington; Tony Bosnich, Balboa
G – Louis Tocalino, Ernie Lang, Commerce
C – William Joslyn, Lowell
QB – Al Garcia, Lowell
HB – James Honnert, Lowell; Arthur Ekdall, Poly
FB – Henry Jensen, Balboa

1940 Call-Bulletin All-AAA (?
Not found.

1941 Call-Bulletin All-AAA (11-22)
E – Robert Rohrer, Poly; Amos Adkins, Commerce
T – Harvey Vicchio, Poly; Kenneth Koch, Balboa
G – Ira Thompson, Pat Simmons, Lowell
C – Stanley Dahlberg, Balboa
B – Fernando Asdrubale, Poly; Paul Orsi, Lowell; Ernest Provost, Commerce; Fred Cirimele, Galileo

1942 Call-Bulletin All-AAA (?
Not found.

1943 Call-Bulletin All-AAA (12-6)
E – Jack Tacchini, Balboa; Jackie Shields, Sacred Heart
T – Bob Franceschi, Balboa; John “Chic” Kelly, Lincoln
G – Dick Madigan, St. Ignatius; Stan Belcher, Balboa
C – Bill Gebbie, Lincoln
B – Bob DiPietro, Lincoln; Charles Collins, Mission; Jerry Mahoney, Sacred Heart; Pete Desalernos, Washington

1944 Call-Bulletin All-AAA (11-28)
E – Curtis Forsman, Mission; Armand Ferrante, Commerce
T – Sil Ravetta, St. Ignatius; Bob Franceschi, Balboa
G – Denny Miller, Mission; Clarence Yturriaga, Washington
C – Jim Canelo, St. Ignatius
B – Jack Feyock, Merrill Peacock, Harry Fromm, Poly; Roy Barni, Galileo
1945 Call-Bulletin All-AAA (11-24)
E – Jim Green, Commerce; Bill Kang, Poly
T – Art Psaltis, Mission; Nick Vidak, St. Ignatius
G – Bill Corbett, St. Ignatius; George Egan, Commerce
C – Earl Rogers, Poly
B – Duke Marlowe, Merrill Peacock, Harry Fromm, Poly; Roy Barni, Galileo

1946 Call-Bulletin All-AAA (11-28)
E – Don Bates, Poly; Gil Schoenstein, Sacred Heart
T – Bill Sans, Lincoln; Calvin Tatum, Commerce
G – Larry Mcinerney, Poly; Joe Borges, Mission
C – Dick Abraham, Lincoln
B – Jerry Hamilton, Lincoln; Dave Marcelli, Ford Long, Poly; Julian Bala Commerce

1947 Call-Bulletin All-AAA (11-29)
E – Don Stillwell, Lincoln; Pete Loskutoff, Commerce
T – Bill Sans, Lincoln; Ken Murch, Washington
G – Sam Panovich, Poly; Merv Fauss, Sacred Heart
C – Joe Lagler, Poly
B – Harry Atkinson, Dave Marcelli, Bill Bare, Poly; Ollie Matson, Washington

1948 Call-Bulletin All-AAA (11-25)
E – Don Sessions, Mission; John Cahill, Balboa
T – Bill Coneff, Sacred Heart; Bob St. Clair, Poly
G – Bill Rasey, Mission; Roy Bellesen, Poly
C – Stan Sheriff, Washington
B – Joe “Scooter” Scudero, Mission; Ralph De La Torre, Balboa; Elvin Colburn, Marvin Crews, Poly

1949 Call-Bulletin All-AAA (11-24)
E – Bob Roselli, Balboa; Bob Oliver, Mission
T – Joe Davis, Mission; Charles Martucci, Balboa
G – Len Jorgensen, Poly; Bill Krwatz, Balboa
C – Stan Sheriff, Washington
B – Walt Barnes, Commerce; Don Taylor, Gaeton Brisoeno, Balboa; Bob Hoffman, Lincoln

1950 Call-Bulletin All-AAA (12-9)
E – Bob Oliver, Mission; Jim O’Neill, Poly
T – Frank Pavich, Galileo; Joe Davis, Mission

1951 Call-Bulletin All-AAA (11-15)
E – Vandolph (cq) Parish, Commerce; L.C. Polk, Mission
T – Tom Kiefer, Mission; Ekhard Mahl, Lowell
G – Bob Moorhatch, Bob Moore, Poly
C – Dick Woodd, Lincoln
QB – Don Kafka, Mission
B – Bill Jones, Charles McKahn, Poly; Ashford Jones, Mission

1952 Call-Bulletin All-AAA (12-5)
E – Jack McKay, St. Ignatius; Mike Leaskou, Lowell
T – Jerry Landi, Ed Wallace, Balboa
G – Sonny Sanchez, Galileo; Nick Poppin, Poly
C – Tom Kemp, Poly
QB – Frank Hall, Poly
B – Pete Hupke, Mission; Gordon Young, Poly; Jim Pfennig, Lincoln

1953 Call-Bulletin All-AAA (11-30)
E – Bill Fitz, Balboa; Oscar Donohue, Galileo
T – Phil Debovsky, Poly; Billy Butler, Galileo
G – Noel Robinson, St. Ignatius; Ernie Ibarra, Balboa
C – Skip Wallace, Balboa
QB – Les Barros, Poly
B – Art Forbes, Poly; Mack Calhoun, Balboa; Mel Sims, Galileo

1954 Call-Bulletin All-AAA (11-26)
E – Leroy Thomas, Mission; Bob Leggi, Poly
T – Frank Watt, Mission; Fred Addison, Lowell
G – Marv Cohen, Lincoln; Jim Poppin, Poly
C – Pete Swanson, Lincoln
QB – Ed Burns, Poly
B – Mitch Keller, Poly; Jim Puccetti, Lincoln; Garland Bluford, Mission

1955 Call-Bulletin All-AAA (11-18)
E – Clair Quinne, Galileo; Bob Leggi, Poly
T – Pete Morgan, Lincoln; Al Shelton, Poly
G – Talisu Nko, Balboa; Bob Wagner, Lincoln
C – Bill Barrington, Lincoln
QB – Jim Sochor, Washington
B – Walt Arnold, Sacred Heart; Ted Cano, Poly; Stan Glass, Lincoln

1956 News-Call-Bulletin All-AAA ( ? )
Not found.
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1957 News-Call-Bulletin All-AAA (11-26)
E – Mac Burton (LOTY), Washington; Larry Leitch, Sacred Heart
T – Al Mariani, Poly; Jack Cullen, Sacred Heart
G – Bill Rodriguez, Galileo; Ray Grialou, St. Ignatius
C – Mike Murphy, St. Ignatius
QB – Dennis Shay, Poly
B – Errol Harris (BOTY), Dennis O'Keefe, Willard Holman, Balboa

1958 News-Call-Bulletin All-AAA (11-25)
E – Jerry Gosland (LOTY), Lincoln; Larry Pedredolosol, Balboa
T – Jack Cullen, Sacred Heart; Len Vaughen, Poly
G – Joe Borg, Galileo; Greg Wood, St. Ignatius
C – Bob Ellington, Mission
QB – Charley Modeste, Galileo
B – Gary Lewis (BOTY), John Tolliver, Poly; Don Briemle, Lincoln;
Mike Doherty, St. Ignatius

1959 News-Call-Bulletin All-AAA (11-29)
Not found.

NEWS ALL-AAA FOOTBALL

1925 News All-AAA (11-28)
E – George Olsen, St. Ignatius; Dolf Camilli, Sacred Heart
T – George Hurley, Lick-Wilmerding; Frank Hanlon, St. Ignatius
G – Tony Muzio, Mission; Scotchy McKay, Lick-Wilmerding
C – Merle Glasgow, Lowell
QB – Bill Vierra, Cogswell
HB – Russell Ewing, Lowell; Ernie Ward, Poly
FB – Earl Nelson, Lick Wilmerding

1926 News All-AAA (12-?)
Not found.

1927 News All-AAA (11-27)
E – “Ham” Hedge, Lowell; Dickson, Galileo
T – Jack “Red” Smith, Jack Strong, Galileo
G – Louis Fijeac, Galileo; Everett Pendleton, Poly
C – Ira Woodworth, Lowell
QB – Bernard “Red” Dunn, Lowell
HB – Rudy Rintaia, Poly; Sheldon Potter, Lowell
FB – Vin Casey, St. Ignatius

1928 News All-AAA (11-29)
E – Francis “Hands” Slavich, Galileo; Johnny Lewkowitz, Poly
T – George Sothman, Poly; Jack “Red” Smith, Galileo
G – Bob Ashley, Lowell; George Hauser, Commerce
C – Jim Rogers, St. Ignatius
QB – Gunnar Hansen, Mission
HB – Bill Denser, Galileo; Mickey McStocker, St. Ignatius
FB – Bob Paige, Galileo

1929 News All-AAA (11-19)
E – Bunny Miller, Sacred Heart; Charley Heinbockel, Mission
T – Frank Walker, Poly; Alfred Dowd, Lowell
G – Artie Mueller, Lowell; Daniel O’Leary, Commerce
C – Elbert Fontana, Lowell
QB – Warren “Wee” Weisinger, Lowell
HB – Jack Baat, Mission; Bacolini, Poly
FB – Milton Evans, Mission

1930 News All-AAA (11-17)
E – Everett Pendleton, Kenard Harper, Poly
T – Frank Walker, Poly; Matt Bransyo, Commerce
G – “Bud” O’Connor, Lowell; Daniel O’Leary, Commerce
C – Ross Petersen, Poly
QB – Don McStocker, St. Ignatius
HB – Henry Decia, Poly; Bernard McCann, St. Ignatius
FB – Mitt Evans, Mission

1931 News All-AAA (11-28)
E – Kenard Harper, Poly; Carl Spitz, Galileo
T – Nick Holosi, Galileo; Benard “Red” Corrigan, Sacred Heart
G – Lartry Rouble, Lowell; Woodward Adams, Balboa
C – Robert Roth, Commerce
QB – Prentiss Goldstone, Galileo
HB – Frank Walker, Henry Decia, Poly
FB – Johnny Reisner, Commerce

1932 News All-AAA (11-18)
E – Carl Schott, Galileo; Harold Elder, Mission
T – Buzz McGee, Mission; Nick Haloski, Galileo
G – Roy Johnson, Balboa; Tom Hawkins, Sacred Heart
C – Phil Dougherty, Mission
QB – Prentiss Goldstone, Galileo
HB – Joseph “Yotz” Klotovich, Mission; Arnold Davis, Commerce
FB – George Lapin, Galileo
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1933 News All-AAA (11-18)
E – Ted Spirz, James Dillon, Galileo
T – Earl Castro, Commerce; Jerry Ginney, Lowell
G – Jerry Dowd, St. Ignatius; Harry Gold, Commerce
C – Lee Scatena, Poly
QB – Vern Alley, Commerce
HB – Jimmy Coffis, Commerce; Joseph Yotz’ Klotovic, Mission
FB – Jean LaCau, Galileo

1934 News All-AAA (11-12)
E – Bill Butler, Lowell; Joe Hurley, Balboa
T – Oran DeVito, Galileo; Fidel Neilson, Poly
G – Frank Russo, Galileo; Jerry O’Connor, Lowell
C – Dick Sutton, Lowell
QB – Roy Yuretich, Balboa
HB – Vance Peters, Poly; Jerry Dowd, Lowell
FB – Jean LaCau, Galileo

1935 News All-AAA (11-15)
E – Alfred Wright, Sacred Heart; Glen Wunderling, Poly
T – Fidel Neilson, Poly; Boris Jogleff, Galileo
G – Bill McGuffin, Galileo; Bill Sinclair, Poly
C – Preston Worsham, Balboa
QB – Vance Peters, Poly
HG – Mike Klotovich, Mission; Zane Stickel, Lowell
FB – Roy Yuretich, Balboa

1936 News All-AAA (11-28)
E – Jon Consiglieri, Balboa; Nate Howard, Commerce
T – Ray Carlson, Commerce; Albert Ward, Poly
G – Joe McGrath, Sacred Heart; Mel Dunfield, Commerce
C – Lee Stanfel, Commerce
QB – Sammy Johnstone, Poly
HB – Mike Klotovich, Andy Marefos, Mission
FB – Roy Uretich, Balboa

1937 News All-AAA (11-29)
E – Alyn Beals, Poly, Nate Howard, Commerce
T – Al Ward, Poly; Frank Zmak, Balboa
G – Walt Kaplan, Lowell; Bill O’Malley, Poly
C – Eddie Forrest, St. Ignatius
QB – Al Derian, Poly
HB – Jack Francis, Balboa; Pete Franceschi, Mission
FB – Milt Vucinich, Lowell

1938 News All-AAA (11-24)
E – Alyn Beals, Poly; Keith Bridwell, Galileo
T – Barnard Lahaderne, Poly; John Aguirre, Galileo
G – Louie Tocalino, Commerce; Walt McIlhenny, Sacred Heart
C – Edward Forrest, St. Ignatius
QB – Alex Spieller, Galileo
HB – Bill Russo, Galileo; Milt Vucinich, Lowell
FB – Albert Santucci, St. Ignatius

1939 News All-AAA (12-2)
E – Ernest Cohn, Balboa; Erino Heher, Lowell
T – George Coreris, Poly; Tony Bosnich, Balboa
G – Louis Tocalino, Commerce; Eddie Frassetto, Mission
C – William Joslyn, Lowell
QB – Al Garcia, Lowell
HB – James Honnert, Lowell; Arthur Ekdall, Poly
FB – Henry Jensen, Balboa

1940 News All-AAA (11-30)
E – Ernest Cohn, Balboa; Bill Johns, Poly
T – Fred Neilson, Poly; Edward Frassetto, Mission
G – Brett Horne, Lowell; John Dodds, Poly
C – Mark Rivero, Poly
B – Tommy Ryan, Sacred Heart; Gonzales Morales, Mission;
Joe Ferem, Poly; Pete Davis, Balboa

1941 News All-AAA (11-29)
E – Robert Rohrer, Poly; Amos Adkins, Commerce
T – Harvey Vicchio, Poly; Roy Blake, Commerce
G – Ira Thompson, Lowell; Edward Gunderson, Poly
C – Stanley Dahlberg Balboa
B – Bill Sheridan, Paul Orsi, Lowell; Ernest Provost, Commerce;
Fred Cirimele, Galileo
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1942 News All-AAA (12-8)
E – Jim Deely, Sacred Heart; Gordon Gray, Poly
T – Milt Reiterman, Mission; Dick Cashman, St. Ignatius
G – Dick Hultgren, Poly; Dick O’Regan, Sacred Heart
C – Frank Bull, Lowell
B – Harry Christen, Balboa; Lafe Botorof, Mission; Jack Irvine, Lowell;
   Bill Whitehorn, Poly

1943 News All-AAA
Not found.

1944 News All-AAA
Not found.

1945 News All-AAA (11-26)
E – Vince Briare, St. Ignatius; Billy Kang, Poly
T – Verdeese Carter, Commerce; Art Psaltis, Mission
G – Bill Corbett, St. Ignatius; Ben Albrecht, Mission
C – Jim Canelo, St. Ignatius
B – Duke Marlowe, Merrill Peacock, Harry Fromm, Poly;
   Julian Bala, Commerce

1946 News All-AAA (12-1)
E – Don Bates, Poly; Gil Schoenstein, Sacred Heart
T – Bill Sans, Lincoln; Calvin Tatum, Commerce
G – Larry Molneray, Poly; Joe Borges, Mission
C – Dick Abraham, Lincoln
B – Jerry Hamilton, Lincoln; Dave Marcelli, Ford Long, Poly;
   Julian Bala, Commerce

1947 News All-AAA (11-29)
E – Don Stillwell, Lincoln; Pete Loskutoff, Commerce
T – Bill Sans, Lincoln; Ken Murch, Washington
G – Sam Panovich, Poly; Merv Fauss, Sacred Heart
C – Joe Lagler, Poly
B – Harry Atkinson, Dave Marcelli, Bill Bare, Poly; Ollie Matson,
   Washington

1948 News All-AAA (11-24)
E – Don Sessions, Mission; John Cahill, Balboa
T – Bob St. Clair, Sven Hasselberg, Poly
G – Bill Rasey, Mission; Roy Bellesen, Poly
C – Stan Sheriff, Washington
B – Joe “Scooter” Scudero, Mission; Ralph DeLa Tore, Balboa;
   Elvin Colburn, Marvin Crews, Poly

1949 News All-AAA (11-24)
E – Bob Roselli, Balboa; Bob Oliver, Mission
T – Charles Martucci, Balboa; Pat Wood, Poly
G – Len Jorgensen, Poly; Bill Kwartz, Balboa
C – Stan Sheriff, Washington
B – Walt Barnes, Commerce; Don Taylor, Gaetano Briseno, Balboa;
   Bob Hoffman, Lincoln

1950 News All-AAA (11-22)
E - bob Oliver, Mission; George Hayes, St. Ignatius
T – Frank Pavich, Galileo; Joe Davis, Mission
G – Saraphin Sanchez, Commerce; Ernie DeSoto, Balboa
C – Mike McAuliffe, Lincoln
B – Lee DeAlba, Balboa; Jim Dunning, Washington; Jim Blankenship,
   Poly; Rich Friedman, Lincoln

1951 News All-AAA (11-20)
E – Vandolph “Van” Parish, Commerce; L.C. Polk, Mission
T – Tom Kiefer, Mission; Ekhard Mahl, Lowell
G – Saraphin Sanchez, Commerce; Bob Moore, Poly
C – Warren Fannin, Poly
QB – Don Kafka, Mission
B – Bill Jones, Charlie McKahn, Poly; Charles Johnson, Commerce

1952 News All-AAA (11-26)
E – Jack McKay, St. Ignatius; Mike Leaskou, Lowell
T – Jack McKay, St. Ignatius; Frank Montalbana, Poly
G – Sonny Sanchez, Galileo; Nick Poppin, Poly
C – Tom Kemp, Poly
QB – Frank Hall, Poly
B – Pete Hupke, Mission; Gordon Young, Poly; Jim Pfennig, Lincoln

1953 News All-AAA (11-24)
E – Bill Fitz, Balboa; Chuck Klebora, Poly
T – Phil Debovsky, Poly; Billy Butler, Galileo
G – Noel Robinson, St. Ignatius; Ernie Ibarra, Balboa
C – Skip Wallace, Balboa
QB – Les Barros, Poly
B – Art Forbes, Poly; Mack Calhoun, Balboa; John Barbieri,
   St. Ignatius
1954 News All-AAA (11-25)
E – Leroy Thomas, Mission; Bob Bleggi, Poly
T – Frank Watt; Mission; Fred Addison, Lowell
G – Carl Mitchell, Washington; Jim Poppin, Poly
C – Pete Swanson, Lincoln
QB – Ed Burns, Poly
B – Mitch Keller, Poly; Jim Puccetti, Lincoln; Garland Bluford, Mission

1955 News All-AAA (11-24)
E – Elliott Bartholomew, Balboa; Bob Bleggi, Poly
T – Pete Morgan, Lincoln; Gordon Pomeroy, Balboa
G – Al Shelton; Poly; Bob Wagner, Lincoln
C – Bill Barrington, Lincoln
QB – Jim Sochor, Washington
B – Bill Rathbun, Balboa; Ted Cano, Poly; Stan Glass, Lincoln

1956 News All-AAA (11-22)
E – Bob Strelzoff, Lowell; Mac Burton, Washington
T – L.C. Shields, Poly; Talissa Niko, Balboa
G – Stan McCarthy, Poly; Gary Leahy, St. Ignatius
C – Jerry Overstreet, Lincoln
QB – Bob Stone, Poly
B – Walt Arnold, Sacred Heart; Errol Harris, Balboa; Gil Dowd, St. Ignatius

1957 News All-AAA (11-28)
E – Mac Burton, Washington; Larry Leitch, Sacred Heart
T – Al Mariani, Poly; Jack Cullen, Sacred Heart
G – Vince Davis, Poly; Bill Rodriguez, Balboa
C – Mike Murphy, St. Ignatius
QB – Dennis Shay, Poly
B – Sam McGilbery, Poly; Tony Oliva, Sacred Heart; Willard Holman, Balboa

1958 News All-AAA (11-27)
E – Jerry Gosland (LOTY), Lincoln; Larry Pedrodolosol, Balboa
T – Len Vaughn, Poly; Jack Cullen, Sacred Heart
G – Joe Borg, Galileo; Phil Petrovsky, Balboa
C – Bob Ellington, Mission
QB – Ron Calcagno, St. Ignatius
B – Gay Lewis, John Tolliver, Poly; Mike Doherty, St. Ignatius

1959 News All-AAA (11-26)
E – Guy Whitaker, Galileo; Mike Petersen, Lincoln
T – Leigh Callaway (LOTY), Lowell; Mike Chase, St. Ignatius
G – Lou Lituano, St. Ignatius
LB – Ron Stratton, Lowell
QB – Ron Calcagno, St. Ignatius
B – Stan Rubin, Steve Rubin, Lowell; Denny Lewis, Lincoln

1960 News All-AAA (11-24)
E – Bob Morris, Washington; Ed Monahan, Sacred Heart
T – Paul Hicks, Mission; Joe Ross, Washington
G – Dennis Drucker, St. Ignatius; Dave Urrea, Lowell
C – Ralph Mariani, Poly
QB – Mike Burke, St. Ignatius
HB – Al Raine, Mission; Claude Shipp, Washington
FB – Ed Calleja, Sacred Heart

1961 thru 1965 are SF Prep Writers All-AAA
Same as the Chronicle.

Thanks to BASS and John Spalding for contributing to this list